Workshare Secure

Protecting your
data in a digital
era

Data loss prevention – as simple as that

ISO

Operating to ISO27001

Files are encrypted at rest

Send large or sensitive files

security standards

and in transit

as secure links

Prevent data loss and embarrassing mistakes. Use a solution
that automatically protects the contents of your files – and
your reputation along with it.
Operating in a regulated market, you work on high stakes
documents every day. These documents contain critical and
confidential information that can’t be allowed to get into the
wrong hands. But, you want to focus on clients and
progressing matters, not on managing security and
compliance - so leave that to us.
Data loss prevention extends from the information you can see
(the text on a page) to the metadata you can’t (the hidden
properties in a file). Workshare secures all of it, and you don’t
have lift a finger.
We can apply your firm’s security policies to email, mobile or
web sharing, and protect engines will crawl the contents of
files for data deemed sensitive and automatically remove it.

You should use Workshare if you want...
A stress-free approach to DLP – You aren’t likely to be thinking

about data risks when you need to share a file, so let the
solution do the thinking for you and deliver your files safely.
Automation to do the hard work – Company-wide policies can
be customized and applied, then contextual awareness
automatically assesses the risk associated with a files and
removes data identified as sensitive.

Stay at the top of your
game
You fill each document with your time and
knowledge – that’s your expertise, not data

Plus, if a file passes through different hands to be edited or
reviewed, any metadata collected along the way in the form of
track changes, hidden cells or comments can be identified and
flagged in the application.
It’s a stress-free way to protect the data you need to share
every day.

loss prevention.
Advise clients, deliver high stakes documents
and stay at the top of your game. Leave data
loss prevention to us, we love it.
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Complete automation
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Integrated with Outlook or a Document Management System (DMS), your files can
be automatically scanned for sensitive content and cleaned of metadata before
they’re shared. Your workflow is uninterrupted and you maintain compliance with
company security policy without breaking sweat.

Regardless of when, where and how you share a file, you can protect the data in your
files. Going beyond the desktop and out to mobile, the same policies can secure your
files shared from a smartphone or tablet. However you share, we have you covered.

Scan and clean documents before they’re shared via email or your DMS. Send large
or sensitive files without email size limits restricting you by using secure file
transfer. This enables you to convert ‘cleaned’ files into a secure link, sending that
via email instead. Plus, you can keep an audit trail of activity associated with each
document you exchange.

Additional resources:
www.workshare.com/use-cases/file-and-metadata-security
www.workshare.com/use-cases/secure-file-transfer
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